The following people are excused from the C++ lab Nov 20-22 and from the C++ retake on Tuesday, Nov 26. (as of 11/19/02)

Julie Thornton  Ryan Shelton  Neal Godsey  Josh Preston
Kristin Kitten  Nathan James  Mathew Martin  Joseph Kejr
Douglas Koehn  Dominic Gelinis  Charlie Thorton  Madhuakar Kumar
Travis Meili  Jeffrey Lebak  Jessie Downs  Ben BeBride
Kevin Sung  Nicholas Leach  Peter Speer  Curtis Heston
Matt Jones  James Reed  Fei Zhu  Albert Jirak
Jeremiah Wehland  Matthew Stoltz  Amanda Shepherd  Mohammad Shafie
Joseph Huke  Paul Johnson  Jonathan Spare  Nick Dowell
Paul Kavich  Kasey McDowell  Dusty deBoer  Shawn Memarian
Yinghua Dong  Padmaja Havaldar  Lee Kashka  Jebediah Deitrick
Acharaporn  Matt Christenson  Luke Penner  Shawn Budharm
Jon Mendez  Blaine Willaims  David Malia  Jonathan Brown
Adam Childs  Michael Rohrer  Manjeera Patnaikuni  Daniel Gras
Nathan Schopf  Derek Maune  Huiming Lu  David Handlos
Matthew Nord  Wei He  Joseph Allen  Brian VonFeldt
Ethan Bowler  Reshen Amin  Gerrich Teague  Mark Weiss
Aaron Riekenberg  Brett Speaks  Brian Rempe  Matthew Baxa
Darren Landoll  Rowida Assalimy  William Moose  Eric Matzke
Chris Dillon  Eric Davis  David Manowski  Nathan Johnson
Dan Ard  Doug Sheahan  Jon Frahm  Ryan Glunt
Joe Gepner  Nathan Bean  Cameron Wilson  Justin Hurst
James Fox  Lucas Tischhauser

For students not excused, the usual attendance penalties will apply for the Nov 20-22 lab and the Nov 26 class.

On Nov 26, a retest of C++ programming will be given. This will be worth a max of 45 points. The new score will replace the old score. Anyone in the excused list can also take this retest. The new score will replace the old score. Excused students must notify me by email before noon on Monday, Nov 25. Anyone not excused can decline the offer to take this retest. However, this must be done in writing at 8:05 on Tuesday, Nov 26.